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White,
black or
grey
The competition within the building trade
has for a long time been distorted and unfair.
How are the serious craftsmen and building
companies going to compete with the ‘black’
workers?
This is a big an severe problem for companies, employees but also for the entire national economy. If
‘black’ work becomes accepted, they make it harder
for the serious companies to survive, and if the taxmoral is hollowed, the tax revenues will lessen for the
public treasury.
The ‘black’ jobs must be fought on every level with
in the housekeeping business as well as in the commercial market.
Serious companies get access to the
building assignments
Through advance notification, compulsory identification and accounting for the attendance, it will make
it more difficult for unauthorized personal to be at the
buildning site. Behind these ideas are ID06.
ID06 has been developed by the building trade in
collaboration (BBIS) with; Elektriska Installatörsorganisationen EIO, Glasbranchföreningen, Maskinentreprenörerna, Målaremästarna, Plåtslageriernas Riksförbund,
Sveriges byggindustrier och VVS-installatörerna.
Arcona AB wants to participate and influence the
current developments in this area. From autumn 2006
to the winter in 20007, an electronic attendance
registration pilot project was carried out on the builContinue >>
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ding site “Kungshuset” in Stockholm.
Avista Time AB and Electrona-Sievert
AB were commissioned to deliver
a system for electronic attendance
registration.
Pilotproject in collaboration with Arcona AB
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Arcona, in close cooperation with
buyers, run all types of construction
work in the Stockholm area. The projects are executed by sub-contracting
to different area specific suppliers.
To ensure Arcona’s and their buyer’s
good reputation the company has high
ethical standards on the contracts in
their projects
In cooperation with the introduction
of the construction industry’s attendance system “ID 06”, Arcona have
joined Avista Time AB in a development project for RFID-registration with
specially adapted for joint contracts
with many sub-contractors without
any own workers.
The project was carried out in Autumn 06 on a reconstruction project,
“Kungshuset” in Stockholm, and
basically automatically registered all
workers part of collective agreements
with RFID technology. All the information was stored centrally ad kept
available for government agencies,
accountants and further control. The

System was also integrated with email and text messages, making it an
information channel for accidents or
changes on site.
The project, has according to project manager Åke Eriksson and site
manager Harry Rantala fulfilled all
those demands and goals that were
set up at the start of the project. The
system has worked great. We haven’t
had any disturbances, forcing us to
spend time on running and maintenance. We haven’t needed to train
any personnel and have been able to
withdraw attendance records by the
day, week or month.
For further information
please contact:
Avista Time AB
Ulf Gullstedt
Kista Science Tower
Färögatan 33
164 51 Kista
Tel +46 70 663 78 00
E-post ulf.gullstedt@avistatime.com
Electrona-Sievert AB
Gunnar Ivansson
Vretvägen 13
142 34 Skogås_Tel: 08-447 31 00
Fax: 08-447 31 01 _
Mail to:
gunnar.ivansson@electrona.se
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Adage aims at
intelligent logistics
Adage Solutions has recently closed 3 prestigious deals for intelligent logistics systems based on RFID technology: Englundshus AB, SSAB and Polarbröd. The increase in order stock and the interest around Adage’s solutions
suggests that intelligent RFID is well on the way to be established within
the logistics field.
Englundshus AB in Kalix will be the
first Swedish construction company
to use RFID technology. The company
supplies prefabricated wooden houses
to the whole Swedish market. The
houses are delivered in blocks where
each block is tagged with RFID. An
underground antenna located at the
warehouse exit gives an automatic update each time tagged goods leave the
area. The system is integrated to existing business system, granting that the
system will flag for any item missing
in the particular order and thereby
granting Englundshus
100% control over
the deliveries. Englundshus calculates
that the total savings
after introducing the
system will be 2-4%
of the total turnover,
which provides a
very good Return of
Investment. Besides
the positive economical results the trust
among the customers in Englundshus
as a contractor is
increased by implementing the system.

use of intelligent RFID tags the logistic
process will be simplified and at the
same time a receipt is created that the
bread has been treated within stipulated limits during the transport. The
implementation of intelligent logistics
serves thereby two purposes: quality
insurance of delivery as well as of the
products.

Polarbröd has chosen to mount a tag
on the pallets that measures and logs a
combination of humidity and temperature. As the newly baked bread
leaves the oven it is immediately
placed in the freezer and the bread
needs to be frozen during the whole
transportation in order to guarantee
the best quality possible. Through the

between Luleå and Borlänge as well
as between Oxelösund and Borlänge.
The purpose is to identify the railway
cars as well as quantity and quality of
the ore transported. Fixed mounted
readers are positioned at strategic
locations along the railway track,
giving the position of where each car
is positioned as well as quantity and

As earlier published in RFID Nordic
News, Adage has also equipped the
SSAB Steal Shuttle (train) with intelligent tags. The Steel Shuttle runs

quality of the ore loaded on the particular car. In addition a spin-off has
been created through the SSAB deal:
Banverket now orders RFID readers
in order to be able to collect data
from the same trains but for their own
purposes. There are plans to extend
the system to include tags fixed on the
axis of each car measuring vibrations,
in order to create an automatic read of
the status of axis and bearings of the
cars.
Adage’s mission is to deliver complete
logistic systems including hard- and
software, integration to existing IT
systems and support. Due to the fact
that Adage’s RFID system is based on
modules the system is easily scalable
and it is simple to adapt the system to
the specific functions that each customer requires. Examples of module
based functions are measuring and
logging of humidity, vibrations, chock,
G-forces, temperature or GPS/GPRS
modules for positioning purposes.
Intelligent RFID seems to have an
increasingly important future within
the logistics field, giving increasing
possibilities as new demands and
specifications are continuously being
developed. Adage continuously develops modules containing new customer specific functions in order to meet
the markets growing demands.
For more information please contact:
Peter Boström
peter.bostrom@adage.se
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RFID in control at Volvo
Proving Ground
Everyone knows that safety is a hallmark of the Volvo brand.
Safety permeates both the company’s products and its business
operations as a whole.
Safety is also very much in evidence at the Volvo Proving Ground,
Hällered. For more than twenty years, a great deal of thought has
gone into how to improve safety at the facility.
In 1987, we were commissioned to
investigate the technical systems that
were then available for identifying vehicles within the track system. The aim
was to provide automatically controlled
access to the tracks via barriers, and
to use a computer system to log and
indicate which tracks the vehicles were
on. This was desirable not only for safety
reasons but also to ensure that the tracks
were utilised more efficiently.
Requirements
The specification was that the system
should be able to cope with:
n An outdoor environment, with
big differences in temperature, wet
surfaces and very frequent road-salting
in winter.
n ID zones separated by long distances from one another and from the
central control
n All types of vehicle: cars, trucks,
buses and construction equipment.
n No manual activity by the driver.
n Identification at normal vehicle
speed, minimum 30 kph.
A further important factor was that the
proving ground is located in one of
the areas of Sweden most affected by
thunderstorms. This had to be taken
into account as well.
Investigations and pilot
projects
At a fairly early stage we realised
that RFID was the only technology
that had any chance of working in
practice. We began by running a pilot
project with an RFID system in the 2.4
GHz band. This worked well, until it
began to snow. At that time, 2.4 GHz
technology was not suitable, since

rain and snow affected its operation.
But we had learned a valuable lesson.
A pilot project must always be run
under all types of actual conditions.
We settled instead on an RFID
system in the LF band (132 kHz). One
major advantage of this approach was
that it simplified the reading of the
RFID tag. Since we could use electrical cable as the antenna, laid out
in a loop and sunk into the asphalt,
we were able to lay out the ID zones
to suit the actual arrangement of the
roadway with regard to access and
exit points. One problem that we
encountered was the speed, but, with
a few creative modifications to the basic
settings of the electronics, we were able
to perform detailed readings at speeds
above 90 kph.
From concept to delivery
in six months
In 1989, the project progressed from
pilot scheme to roll-out of a turnkey
system. The delivery involved a complete traffic-management system:
n An RFID system with identification
in 14 ID zones
n A PC solution for control and
monitoring, that was also linked to the
Volvo business system
n Communication with ID areas
using broadband
n All electrical work, camera surveillance and ground installation work
n Documentation and training.
Our approach was successful because
we did not regard RFID as something
“magical” or strange. We adopted the
same methodology as for any other
automation and IT system in a production environment. RFID was simply a

complex subset of a complex project;
no more, no less.
What has happened since?
With minor improvements, the system
continued to be used in its original
form until 2005. Volvo then invested
in a new track at the facility, with
eight new ID zones. The original
electronics were replaced at the same
time with up-to-date equipment, and
the PC application was updated with
a modern interface, operating system
and a host of new functions.
So today, almost 20 years after the original delivery, Volvo still has a traffic
management system that is the equal
of any in the world.
Towards new goals …
We have run a pilot project using GPS
in real time to establish whether it is
technically possible to visualise not
just that a vehicle is on a certain track,
but where on the track the vehicle is.
This represents a major advance in
safety. For safety reasons, it would be
really useful to install a function that
triggers an alarm if a vehicle runs off the
track or makes an unauthorised stop.
The pilot project has produced some
highly interesting and positive results,
which we will now proceed further
with. The combination of RFID for
access control, GPS for location and
an alarm for extraordinary events, is
unbeatable.
For further information, please contact
Greger Du Rietz
ÅF-Engineering
Tel +46 (0)10-505 30 84
greger.durietz@afconsult.com
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RFIDtechnology
behind SHOP
INFO

It is as simple as it is genius. An
RFID-marked product is placed on,
or shown to, an RFID-antenna and
immediately additional information
concerning the product will show on
a presentation screen. This can be
aimed at almost anything, for example
shoes, electronics, chemicals etc.
The information can take many expressions and be presented as video
clips, texts in any chosen language,
as graphic illustrations, color simulations, links to websites or maybe show
the stock in hand. If you connect a
printer you can get paper prints with

In the previous issue we introduced
SHOP ON, a self-service register, developed in collaboration with Svensk Handel amongst others. The next product in
this series is SHOP INFO, an information terminal based on the RFID-technology that’s been developed by HINK
Studio and Electrona-Sievert together
with Svensk Handel.

the information, pictures of the product, technical data, user directions
and much more. The possibilities are
endless.
“We see many exciting fields of application thanks to the simplicity of this
system, says Gunnar Ivansson conceptual architect at Electrona-Sievert. Just
imagine being able to get the information you need presented in different
languages, watch an instructional film
or maybe the products commercial,
see the security data or why not bring
home a picture of those nice, trainers
to show the grandkids. We also see

the possibilities to, for example, via
email being able to send the information on and in that way getting rid
of all the paper handling concerning
manuals, instructions and so on.
We’re just in the beginning of this exciting development of the information
stands of the future.”
For more information please contact
Gunnar Ivansson
Electrona-Sievert AB
Gunnar.ivansson@electrona.se
08-447 31 10
0709 60 49 00
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The very first Iranian RFID
conference has been performed in
the capitol of Iran, Teheran.
Does this appeal to you? To penetrate the Iranian market?
There are two different markets in Iran one for pure Iranian domestic products and one
for imported products. Some is only purchasing Iranian products and others are more interested in the oversea product lines. On this particular conference most of the products
was from other countries.
On the conference the value and
forecast given at the RFID conference
was that the investments in Iran was
estimated to 50 million Euro in the
RFID technique only for the coming
year. Now there is a question, are they
ready for this new technology?
The amazing thing is that there is a
high expectation and also know how
from many of the delegates at the
conference. There is also a high degree of expectation on what this type
of techniques can do for the country.
One question is, can they import what
they want?
The overall feeling was that this conference is pushing the development
of the RFID development in Iran. They
describe the RFID area as one angel of
the IT triangle of in the high technology area.
RFID Sweden was invited to speak
about the RFID technique in general
and in a limited way demonstrate the
high tech possibility with a couple of
RFID demonstration systems. Due to
the fact that some of the participants
had no experience from RFID project,
RFID Sweden also had to give some
testimony from projects done, among
others the airline projects in Confidence International and other logistic
areas.

A surprise for Lucas Ahlstrom was that
they wanted a presentation on smartcards and electronic passports without
any prior notice before the conference, anyhow this went well.
The Engineer Mehdi Hazrati made a
speech about the standardization in
the electronic passport and ID-card
sector, or as the product is called in
Iran, the National identification card.
Mr Hazrati has been working in this
sector for more than three years in EU
focusing on this type of technology.
Dr. Sepehri was responsible for the
technical performance of the confe-

rence. It was well organized with a
number of delegates and displaying
technologic companies.
The second day RFID Sweden had a
two hours long work shop with a big
audience. The attendants was highly
interested and had many questions
regarding the RFID technology.
Dr. Zargar was the overall reasonable
manager for the whole conference and
a big audience was present at bout
days.
There is already a number of companies established in Iran that is, in accordance with there own statements,
already performing project work in the
area.
In conclusion – the market is there
– but – there is not an easy task to get
established on the Iranian market, you
need a good network to success on
the Iranian market.
If you need more information
regarding this conference pleas visit
http://rfid-conf.ir
For further information
please contact:
Lucas Åhlström R+46 8 667 40 20
lucas@rfig.se
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RFID within the automotive
industry from an Odette
Sweden perspective
During the last two years RFID has come up as a major topic
within automotive e-Business associations. Within Europe such
activities are handled by Odette International and it’s “NO:s”
(member organisations like Odette Sweden). Much of what is
going is being coordinated with similar bodies in the US and in
Japan, through AIAG and JAMA/JAPIA.
It is worth mentioning that RFID is not
new to the automotive industry, the
technology has been in use in closed
loops for many years and automotive has been and probably still is
the largest market segment for RFID
products.
What are the applications where automotive could see a potential Business
Case? For the moment the list is as
follows:
n Returnable container tracking
n Support systems for manufacturing
processes
n Parts marking
n Location and distribution of finished vehicles
n Parts marking and counterfeit protection

The German automotive industry has
made a very detailed pre-study which
is now in transition becoming a European and later even global automotive
recommendation. On the European
level within Odette the work has been
concentrated on finding a solution
for the use of ISO 18000-6C tags and
there is yet not any final result available. There are still issues to be resolved; the most important one is about
how to identify an individual container
and also about how to combine such
a solution with available RFID technology.

Returnable container
tracking
Standardisation within automotive
bodies is a step by step process, for
the moment there has been a focus on
returnable container tracking.

Some large companies have started
early by making pilots for returnable
container tracking based on EPC tags,

results until now differ. Some want to
continue evaluating the EPC track while others have the view that EPC does
not fit automotive information needs in
manufacturing and in logistics processes. It is also pointed at that we would
probably have to use paper based
processes (Odette Transport Labels) in
parallel to RFID for a long time.
There are also differences in views
on what the returnable container id
should look like. Some say that the
”License Plate concept” would be
enough while others are asking for
adding another code into the id to link
to a specific container pool or to a
certain type of container.
Once this could be agreed we would
then have to look into what kind of
technology that could work together
with our information requirements.
As long as we are talking about active
tags there is not a big issue about using
them for returnable container identification, most of the necessary standards
and recommendations are in place.
continue >>
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The case is somewhat different when it
comes to passive tags. Automotive requirements might be somewhat more
complex than what you would normally find within the EPC community.
Automotive information entities for
Auto Id are mainly based on alphanumeric codes, like ISO Data Identifiers,
this also means that more memory is
needed in the tags.
Within Odette we believe there is a
temporary solution within reach that
could be used for “License Plate” data
in 18000-6C tags. For more complex
returnable container identification
schemes as the ones mentioned
above, we need 18000-6C tags with
more than 96 bits memory.
When and how such tags with more
memory space will be available is
something we do not know for the
moment within Odette but we are
working on finding out more about
this.

container identification since the identification scheme for finished vehicles
is in place and well accepted (the VIN
number).
Other applications
As already mentioned there is also
other application fields listed but there
is no real work going on for the moment. New work items will be taken
up when there is enough support from
the users.
Sweden

Location and distribution
of finished vehicles
Many companies in automotive have
recently invested in locating systems
and this is still in progress.
Odette is now creating a project team
to work on a recommendation for
the tracking of finished vehicles. The
scope would be to define how RFID
could be used for identification of
vehicles. This might be a somewhat
less complex issue than returnable

Several of our member companies in
Odette Sweden are involved in pilot
projects in returnable container tracking and in locating and distribution
of finished vehicles. Some examples
were presented in our last seminar,
presentations are available at http://
www.odette.se/arkiv.asp.
RFID within the supplier industry
Odette Sweden in close cooperation
with companies LEAR, Plastal, Nolato
and Fehrer has initiated a joint project
labelled as “RFIDNU”. The project is
funded by project members together
with NUTEK, a governmental agency
for the promotion of SME:s.

short term scope is preparing for large
scale usage of RFID through learning,
pre-studies and possibly also running
pilot projects. What we in the ned will
be able to do terms of live pilots is
depending on results from the pre-study. We will also have to wait and see
what kind of active support IT providers and Technology providers would
offer. Such actors have been invited
to join as observers, we already have
group of observers, some of them even
took part in the Kick off meeting.
The pre-study will be undertaken by
Auto Id-konsult and we are also bringing the IT University in Gothenburg
into the project.
Links
http://www.odette.se/
http://www.odette.org/
http://www.aiag.org/
http://www.japanauto.com/
http://www.japia.or.jp/public/jsp/japia/
g_index.jsp

For further information
please contact:
sten.lingren@odette.se

The long term scope is improving
business performance at suppliers,
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UHF systems are coping with the
challenges of radio frequency
identification (RFID)
Green light for RFID – also on metal
The RFID Technology continues to gain ground – economical tag prices for long range capability as well as comprehensive standardization provide the necessary prerequisites for broad
application, also in the area of logistics. Many new users will have to master the considerable
technical difficulties during the introduction of the new UHF technology, however. Nevertheless, manufacturers have given the go-ahead, since convincing solutions exist for many of these
challenges. This is especially the case for the application of RFID tags to metal surfaces.
ce). On the other hand, the degree of
penetration varies greatly depending
on the material used.
Tags can be applied to metal

The Simatic RF 640T tag can be directly mounted on metal
RFID systems have stood the test for
many years, as control components
in production and as contactless
Smart Cards. Up until now, however,
systems have been subject to compromise between the cost of the data
carriers (tags) and the reading distance
from the tag to the RFID antennas:
the tags were either too expensive or
only short reading distances could
be realized. The new UHF systems
(Ultra High Frequency) offer a decisive
advantage here: They permit reading
distances of up to 5 - 6 meters, yet
they allow the use of low-cost (“Smart
Labels”), which can be applied to
paper labels and can be purchased at

prices beginning at around 0.10 euros.
As a result, the area of logistics is offered the possibility of new applications,
which up until now did not appear
profitable owing to the high cost of
tags. Admittedly, UHF technology also
has its pitfalls. Its first users discovered that environmental parameters
substantially influence reading quality.
The influence of the material upon
which the tag is placed has an even
greater influence, however. Two important properties of UHF waves are
relevant here. On the one hand, UHF
waves are partially reflected during
the changeover from one material to
another (from air to metal, for instan-

The reflection of UHF waves, particularly on metal, leads to two effects
that cause considerable problems in
practice. The first effect is that metal
can shield the RFID tag, so that it can
no longer be “seen“ by the reading
system. When a pallet has been loaded with at least 3 microwave ovens
in 3 rows and stacked in 3 levels, then
the microwave oven in the middle
is completely shielded by the metal
housing of the other units. That means:
one tag on the oven in the middle
cannot be read. Similar effects occur
when a pallet carries mixed packaging. In such cases, blister or vacuum
packaging made of metal could cover
other items in such a way that their
tags can no longer be recognized. In
order to solve such problems, various
approaches have been developed.
- Through the defined positioning
of the RFID on the “sweet spot“ (the
point of maximum reception and
thereby maximum reading rate), shielding can be prevented. However, this
requires a certain amount of discipline
when the pallets are being loaded,
which is not always a possibility.
- A second approach deals with
attaching the RFID antennas in connection with the cyclical switchovers
of the transmitting antenna. One
antenna is used here for each reading
continue >>
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During adverse environmental conditions, four radio fields are created by the
cyclical switchovers of the transmitting
antenna

process to the transmitter, while all
other antennas are used as receivers.
In the next reading cycle, a different
antenna is switched on as transmitter.
In practice, this means that the goods
are not just detected by one frequency
field, but are virtually detected by four
different frequency fields having differing alignments.
The second effect occurs when the
RFID is directly mounted on metal objects. In this case, a sort of short circuit
occurs, caused by the dipole characteristics of the tag antenna. As a result,
the RFID chip is no longer being supplied with sufficient energy. This RFID
tag then remains hidden for the reader
as well. By now, good solutions for
this are available as well, such as the
“flag tags“. In such a case, the antenna
of the tag is not affixed planarly, but
rather stands out at a 90° angle from
the metal surface due to a fold in the
label. In this way, reading results can
be significantly improved. Special metal tags are mechanically more rugged,
however. This type of antenna chip
system is especially “adjusted“ for
mounting on metallic surfaces. Since
the bottom of the tag itself is fitted
with metallic foil for maintaining the
required, defined distance from the
antenna to the metal, these tags can
be universally used – for instance, on
containers, barrels, or lattice boxes. A
disadvantage here is the higher price,
which is attributable to the more complex manufacturing process and the
higher cost of materials.
A similar problem – though having
different physical parameters – occurs
due to liquids. When a conventional
Smart Card is directly attached to a

The long range of UHF systems leads to the overlapping of radio
fields. Listen Before Talk provides a remedy
RFID technology can make logistics processes more efficient
when several tags can be read at once via batch detection

bottle of water, the reading rate is
reduced drastically. The steps taken
to remedy the situation are similar to
those employed for metal: the use of
flag tags or specially set data carriers,
as well as defined application at a
specified position.
Data acquisition “in one go”
A special advantage of RFID applications in logistics lies in “batch
reading”. The idea is not to read each
RFID tag in the field individually, but
rather to read many tags “in one go”.
Batch reading ability is not a new
attribute as such, but in logistics there
are special demands regarding the
possible number of tags and the speed
of reading. Difficulties here lie with
the technical influence that the tags
have on each other, as well as with the
necessary communications protocol.
With the new RFID standard “EPC
Gen-2“, however, for which some
products have recently become
available, these requirements have
been met, as demonstrated by the first
practical tests. Although the theoretically possible maximum number of
simultaneously readable tags has yet
to be reached, well over 100 tags can
already be read simultaneously under
realistic conditions. Although the tags
cannot be positioned densely together,
small gaps between tags suffice to
achieve acceptable results.
Still, action is needed in the area of
“dense reader environments”. Since
the UHF systems have a long range,
and since the authorized frequency
range in Europe is also used by other
radio systems, the result is disturbanc-

es between the systems – for example
in large warehouses. In the European
regulations of the ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute),
the “LBT procedure“ (Listen Before
Talk) was specified for this reason.
First, the RFID system must check
whether the selected channel is already in use, and it may only transmit
on the channel when it is not being
used by another system. Moreover,
the RFID reader must again leave the
channel after a comparatively short
period of time. This concept functions
well for a few devices operating in
tight spaces. LBT reaches its limits, however, when a larger number of readers (10 stations or more) is involved.
Solutions are currently being sought
by various standards committees in
order to also be able to use a higher
number of readers with a minimum
of space. The industry has already
submitted a number of sustainable
proposals. This subject is currently
under discussion in the EU Commission, together with representatives
from public authorities, politics and
industry, in order to find legal guidelines acceptable to all parties involved.
In summary, manufacturers have
meanwhile been able to remove a
series of technical hurdles. When
operating conditions are controllable
– primarily meaning the material with
RFID tags or the positioning of the
tags – then higher reading rates are no
longer a utopian idea. For the challenges that remain, there are interesting
innovations and proposed solutions,
which provide anticipation of further
developments for RFID.
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First Ever Apparel RFID Solution
Centre Opens
ADT, Salpomec and UPM Raflatac today announce the opening of a unique Apparel Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Solution Centre. This new facility
demonstrates how RFID can significantly enhance supply chain management
and in-store retail operations for garment manufacturers, brand owners, retailers and logistics providers.
“Optimisation of the supply chain
is a vital competitive factor for both
apparel manufacturers and retailers
alike,” says John Smith, Vice President
of Retail Sales for ADT Europe, Middle
East and Africa. “Brand owners want
to prevent counterfeiting, manufacturers want to save time and money
by streamlining their processes, while
retailers seek to improve their in-store
and point of sale activities. The whole
supply chain has to be transparent
and effectively managed to truly help
reduce out-of-stock situations and
increase sales.”
The Apparel RFID Solution Centre,
based in Lahti in Finland, is the first
facility of its kind anywhere in the
world. It is a joint venture between
ADT, Salpomec and UPM Raflatac,
three world class companies that have
been pioneering RFID implementation
with early adopters in a number of
countries. The Centre brings together
all the elements of an RFID enabled
apparel supply chain to demonstrate
a complete end-to-end solution. This
includes source tagging, automatic goods reception, an RFID-based
sorting system, replenishment and
store inventory management and point
of sale analytics and security.
According to Jarkko Kuusisto, Chief
Executive Officer of Salpomec: “In
increasingly global supply chains, apparel manufacturing often takes place
on one continent with the goods being
sold in an entirely different location.

This increases the demand for up to
date and accurate information throughout the entire supply chain. RFID
can deliver this by offering increased
levels of information and control.”
“By hosting customer visits to the
Centre, we can demonstrate that
the most advantageous point in the
supply chain to attach an RFID tag to
a garment is the manufacturing stage,”
explains Samuli Strömberg, Vice President of Marketing at UPM Raflatac.
“In this way, it can include information for the whole supply chain right
from the beginning, bringing value
to all participants in the chain. In addition to tracking and tracing capabilities, RFID offers a means of brand
protection and enhanced marketing
opportunities.”
The Apparel RFID Solution Centre
opened to visitors at the beginning of
May. In its first year of operation, it is
expected to host visits by up to 100
garment manufacturers, brand owners,
retailers and logistics providers.
Visits can be arranged by contacting rfidsolutioncentre@tycoint.com,
salpomec@salpomec.fi or mikko.immonen@upmraflatac.com.
For more information, please contact:
Mr Samuli Strömberg, Vice President
Marketing, RFID, UPM Raflatac, tel.
+358 40 740 9588

NOTES TO EDITORS
About ADT
ADT, part of Tyco Fire & Security, designs,
installs and services electronic security
systems for retail, business and government
and home intruder protection and detection
systems. Sensormatic® is a leading brand
of ADT. In Europe, ADT’s products include
alarm systems and integrated security applications that link access control, CCTV, electronic article surveillance and source tagging
systems. They are used to deter thieves and
protect people, goods and property.
About Salpomec
Salpomec Oy is a Finnish company providing logistic solutions for the garment
industry. Over twenty years ago Salpomec
introduced the Magic Tube, a revolutionary trolley-less garment handling system.
Today, Salpomec offers a complete solution
for all garment handling needs, including
production systems, sorting, laundry sorting,
storage, mezzanines and racking, steam tunnels and bagging machines with the needed
intelligence. Salpomec has customers in over
35 countries on five continents, making us a
true global expert on garment handling. For
your complete logistic solution, please go to
www.salpomec.fi
About UPM Raflatac
UPM Raflatac is a world-leading supplier
of self-adhesive label materials for a wide
variety of needs in product and information
labelling. In addition, the company is at the
global forefront of the development and
high-volume production of HF and UHF
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags
and inlays. UPM Raflatac has around 2,500
employees and sales of approximately EUR
1 billion in 2006. The company has a global
service network consisting of 11 factories
on five continents and a broad network of
distribution and slitting terminals and sales
offices worldwide. UPM Raflatac is part of
UPM. Further information is available at
www.upmraflatac.com.
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Contact RFID nordic organisation
Assa Abloy ITG
Björn Norinder
Storängsvägen 25
115 42 Stockholm
Tel 08 667 25 00
Fax 08 667 25 40
Mobile 070 657 46 49
Email bnorinder@aaitg.com
http://www.acg-id.com
ACSC International
Pether Axelsson
Box 119, 599 23 Ödeshög
Tel 0144 10 000
Fax 0144 100 82
Mobil 0706 42 42 88
Pether.axelsson@acsc.se
ADAGE Solutions
Juha Rajala
Box 10021, 952 27 Kalix
Tel 0923 668 81
Fax 0923 668 88
Juha.rajala@adage.se
samarbete med:
AIM Denmark
Arne Rask, ordförande
ar@logisys.dk
samt
AIM Europe
milagros@aimglobal.org
AdhTech AB
Peter Nilsson
Box 22023
250 22 Helsingborg
Tel 042-25 60 21
Mail contact@adhtech.se
www.adhtech.se/
Areff Systems AB
Fredrik Martinsson
Verkövägen 102, 371 65 Lyckeby
Tel +46 455 61 66 02
Mobil +46 733 526102
Mail fredrik.martinsson@areff.se
AVISTA TIME
Ulf Gullstedt
Färögatan 33
164 51 Kista
Tel 08 545 705 16
Mobil 070 663 78 00
ulf.gullstedt@avistatime.com
BEA Systems
Peter Oldeen
Gustav III:s Boulevard 42
SE 169 27 Solna
Mobil 0708 80 92 03
Office 08 522 260 00
Fax 08 522 260 60
Peter.oldeen@bea.com
BEAB
Harri Vantaa
Box 943
501 10 BORÅS
Tel 033 29 09 56
Mobil 0705 28 54 56
Harri.vantaa@beab.nu

BIOETT
Scheelevägen 19 A
SE-223 70 Lund, Sweden
Tel 046 286 39 30, Fax 046 286 39 40
olle.hydbom@bioett.com
CAPGEMINI
David Glans
Gustavslundsvägen 131, Box 825
161 24 Bromma
Mobil 0736 737355
david.glans@capgemini.se
CORDURA A/S
Lau Rasmussen
0045 861 37 777
lau.rasmussen@cordura.dk
CUB Systems i Täby AB
Urban Engström
Ella Gårdsvägen 40 B, 187 45 TÄBY
Tel 08 638 88 50
Fax 09 758 39 70
0705 70 90 80
urban.engstrom@cubsystems.se
DATEMA
SolnaStrandväg 98
Mobil: 0708 89 74 85
Tel 08 517 150 80 (00 vx)
Fax 08 28 77 05
joakim.dahlberg@ise.se
Electrona-Sievert AB
Gunnar Ivansson
Vretvägen 13 142 34 SKOGÅS
Tel 08 447 31 10
gunnar.ivansson@electrona.se
FlexLink
Anders Pihl
Kullagergatan 50
415 50 Göteborg
Tel 031 337 31 00
Mobil 0705 90 40 34
Anders.pihl@flexlink.com
FREE2MOVE
Dan Hellgren
Serlingsgatan 7
302 48 Halmstad
Tel 035 15 22 60
dan.hellgren@free2move.se
Handelsbanken
Henrik Sirborg
Tegeluddsvägen 31 115 82 Stockholm
Mobil 070 - 53 156 34
hesi02@handelsbanken.se
HP
Kent Roger Wistam
Gustav lll Boulevard 36
169 85 SOLNA
Tel 08 524 910 00
per.englund@hp.com
IDENTEC SOLUTIONS
Box 134,
561 22 Huskvarna
Tel 036 13 94 54 ,Fax 036 13 94 50
Mobil 0708-139454
a.boman@identecsolutions.at

IMPINJ
Torbjörn Andersson
Kosmosvägen 12
181 63 Lidingö
Tel 08 446 05 05
Mobil 0768 530 130
Torbjorn.andersson@impinj.com
INTERMEC
Thorbjörn Sporre
Vendevägen 85 A
182 91 Danderyd
Tel 08 622 06 63
Mobil 0708 16 03 55
thorbjorn.sporre@intermec.com
IT universitetet
Peter Öst
Rindögatan 17, 8 tr.
11536 Stockholm
www.it2ospe@ituniv.se
KGM Products
Box 2048
350 02, VÄXJÖ
Kurt Olsson
Tel /fax 0470-77 91 51
Mobil 070-516 73 29
kgm@tele2.se
KIWOK
Björn Söderberg
Finlandsgatan 60, 164 74 Kista
Tel 08 679 82 00
Fax 08 679 82 10
Mobil 073 805 09 00
Bjorn.soderberg@kiwok.com
I samarbete med:
Kompetansenettverket
eforum
i Standard Norge
August Nilssen
Prosjektleder
Tlf dir: 67838689
Mobil: 90140566
http://www.eforum.no/
LARBERG CONSULT
Rolf Larberg
Rolf.larberg@telia.com
Logopak Systems AB
Lilla Bommen 1
SE-411 04 Göteborg
Tel 0 31 - 700 12 30
mobile: 0709 - 67 84 70
fax: 031 - 15 12 01
mail: LThuring@Logopak.se
web: www.logopak.se
MECTEC Elektronik AB
Joachim Holgersson
Agnesfridsvägen 189
S-213 75 Malmö
Tel 040 689 25 01 (Direct)
Mobil 070 354 75 01 (Mobile)
Växel 040 689 25 00 (Switchboard)
Fax 040 689 25 25 (Fax)
joachim.holgersson@mectec.se
http://www.mectec.se

MENTOR ONLINE
Lars Nordmark
Tel 042 490 19 17
Fax 042 490 19 99
Mobil 0709 75 99 42
www.mentoronline.se
MODULSYSTEM
Torbjörn Henryson
Tel 08 506 30 115
Torbjorn.henryson@modulsystem.se
MOTOROLA Enterprise Mobility
Jonas Folkesson
Solna Strandväg 78, 171 26 Solna
+46 8 445 29 23
Mobil +46 733 35 29 23
Jonas.Folkesson@motorola.com
MOWISE
Lavendelvägen 5, 192 54 Sollentuna
Tel 08 96 53 87
Mobil 070 662 88 81
Gunnar.widen@mowise.com
NILÖRNGRUPPEN AB
Per Wagnås
Box 499, 503 13 Borås
Tel +46 33 700 88 53
Mobile +46 70 915 18 67
Per.wagnas@nilorn.com
nord-emballage
Bo Wallteg
Bankvägen 30
262 70 Stöveltorp
Tel 042/207166
Mobil 0703/207163
Mail: bo.wallteg@n-e.nu
Peter Öst
Lagman Eskils väg 4
443 34 Lerum
0706-376803
POSTEN Logistik AB
Produktion
A11V2-9
105 00 Stockholm
Tel 08 781 15 03
annika.nasstrom@posten.se
PRESSINFO
Håkan Linger
Mässans Gata 10, 412 51 Göteborg
Tel +46 31 708 16 28
Mobil +46 707 58 16 28
hakan.linger@pressinfo.se
PSION TEXLOGIX
Håkan Nyström
Hammarby Fabriksväg 23
120 33 Stockholm
Tel 08 452 88 80
hakan.nystrom@psionteklogix.com

forts >>
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RBS AB
Christer Andersson
Box 274
S-761 23 Norrtälje
Besökadress: Roslagsgatan 6-8
Tel 0176 - 745 00
Direkt: 0176 - 745 22
christer.andersson@rbs.se
I samarbete med:
RFID Society
www.rfidsociety.com
I samarbete med:
RFID Business Association
www.rfidba.org
I samarbete med:
www.moreRFID.com
RFID Constructors
Niklas Hild
Box 14
275 21 Sjöbo
Tel 0416 252 00
Fax 0416 252 80
Mobile 0709 98 13 70
Mail/Skype niklas.hild@rfidconstructors.com
http://www.rfidconstructors.com
RFIG/PLEFO
Lucas Åhlström
Narvavägen 3
114 60 Stockholm
Tel 08 667 4020
Mobil 070 182 15 00
Mail: lucas@rfig.se

R2M
Daniel Asvelius
Box 1027, 164 21 KISTA
Tel +46 8 633 13 00
Mobil +46 733 709 515
daniel.asvelius@r2m.se

SIEMENS AB,
Höjdrodergatan 25, 212 39 Malmö
Tel 040 59 25 16
Mobile 070 728 16 92
hakan.huselius@siemens.com

SAP
Magnus Norrman
Box 12297
Gustavslundsvägen 151 D 102 27
Stockholm
Tel 08-587 700 00
Dir 08-587 700 29
Fax 08-587 700 01
Mobil 070-346 19 73
magnus.norrman@sap.com
SCHENKER CONSULTING
Gunnar Schrewelius
Box 8013
163 08 Spånga
08 585 10 832
070 624 83 66
Gunnar.Schrewelius@schenker.com
SCIROCCO
Staffan Sjögren
Electrum 217
(Isafjordsgatan 22 C5)
164 40 KISTA
Tel 08-752 98 90
Mobil 070 920 21 60
staffan.sjogren@scirocco.se
SMARTICWARE
Österögatan 1-3, 164 40 KISTA
Omid Aval
Tel 08 750 7660
070 3502389
omid.aval @smarticware.com

SOGETI
Hoss Eizaad
Gustavslundsvägen 131
Box 825 161 24 BROMMA
Tel 08 536 820 07
070 922 99 77
hoss.eizad@sogeti.se
Stockholmsmässan
Daniel Andersson
125 80 Stockholm
Tel 08 749 41 00
Daniel.andersson@stofair.se

TeliaSonera
Alf Johnson
Augustendalsvägen 7
SE 131 86 Nacka Strand
Mobil 070 680 4101
Tel 08 601 8609
alf.johnson@teliasonera.com
TRACTECHNOLOGY
Mats Nordström
Wenner-Gren Center, 19tr
Sveavägen 166, 113 46 Stockholm
Tel: 08-556 934 01
Fax: 08-556 934 19
Mobil 0705 959492
mats.nordstrom@tractechnology.se

SVENSK HANDEL
Bo Svensson
103 29 Stockholm
Tel 08 762 78 28
bo.svensson@svenskhandel.se

UPM Raflatac
Sami Liponkoski
P.O. Box 669
Myllypuronkatu 31
FI-33101 Tampere
Tel +358 204 16 8243
Mobil +358 40 842 2470
Sami.liponkoski@upmraflatac.com

Swedbank
Angelika Melchior
015 34 Stockholm
Tel 08 585 900 00
Angelika.melchior@forenings
sparbanken.se

XPONCARD
Jan-Olof.Andersson@xponcard.se
Hornsgatan 103 117 28 Stockholm
Tel 08 658 75 10
Mobil 073 684 47 18
Evamaria.matell@xponcard.se

SYMBOL
Box 1115, 164 22 KISTA
Rebecca Krantz

ÅF-Engineering
Greger Du Rietz
Kvarnbergsgatan 2 |
Box 1551, 401 51 GÖTEBORG
Tel 010 505 30 84
Mobil: 0730 70 10 84
Fax: 010-505 30 10
greger.durietz@afconsult.com

TAGMASTER
Peter Thorander
Kronborgsgränd 1
164 87 Kista
Tel 8 632 19 50
peter.thorander@tagmaster.se

IF YOU WANT TO FOLLOW THE EXITING DEVELOPMENT JUST WATCH WWW.RFIDNORDIC.SE
AND GIVE YOUR OWN COMMENTS.
If you want to be a member of the RFID Nordig organisation just give us a call on +46 8 662 31 95

Welcome
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